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3. Other Notes


	fc-int01-generateAppearances: 
	_3_ Other Notes_w02F44t52I1WGl21NLRmgw: Similar to the approach for GOES-16, the analysis focused on broad category bins of data results as opposed to specific quantities for comparison against predicted performance.  The panel found this acceptable given the bins are within performance.  Looking forward to remedy for despiking and improvement in radiometric accuracy.  Despiking fix (flagging of L1b data) is due in Operations ~9/2019 via DO.08.01.00.  The SPADES L2 algorithm will omit the spikes (using nearest neighbor algorithm).  MRD2045    --Requirement:  Product Pointing/Mapping Accuracy: Pointing Accuracy: ± 3.0 arcmin (3 sigma) (N-S,E-W)       of Sun Center; Stability during 60 seconds: ± 2.0 arcsec (1 sigma), ± 6.0 arcsec (3 sigma) (N-S, E-W)     --Predicted Performance:  Pointing Stability only:  2.47 arcsec (3 sigma)   --NCEI Analysis:  <0.5" y, <0.5" z     Favorable Outcome for Provisional ConsiderationsMRD2046   --Requirement:  Product Pointing Knowledge/Mapping Uncertainty: ± 2.5 arcsec   --Predicted Performance:  2.47 arcsec    --NCEI Analysis:  <0.25" y, 0.5" z     Favorable Outcome for Provisional ConsiderationsMRD2052     --Requirement:  Long-Term Stability: 30%   --Predicted Performance:  19.5%   --NCEI Analysis:  <30%     Favorable Outcome for Provisional ConsiderationsPLPT-SUVI-001: SUVI CCD Temperature TrendingSuccessfully able to extract and trend temperature trending.  PLPT-SUVI-003: SUVI-AIA intercalibrationAIA 304 Å channel calibration appears to be incorrect and should not be used for this test until this can be resolved.  SUVI FM2 LUT update after drift appears to have led to a 10–20% increase in reported radiance compared to our expectations.  Impact on data usability at the moment is nonetheless negligible and product meets radiometry-related requirements.PLPT-SUVI-006: SUVI-EXIS intercalibrationChallenges in comparing against non-Provisional EXIS products.  There is unattributable variability.  More focus on this PLPT in looking ahead to Full Validation Maturity analysis.  PLPT-SUVI-00x: SUVI-SUVI intercalibration94A, 304A, and to a lesser degree in other channels - There is a growing difference in irradiance and two marked dates when the difference grew greatly:  July, 2018 light leakage and November, 2018 LUT update.  Cause of the growing difference is not known and will be pursued in working toward full validation.  GOES-17 and GOES-16 SUVI are tracking each other well across all bands.  PLPT-SUVI-007: SUVI-EVE Rocket Underflight intercalibrationAnalysis underway and not yet complete.Actions:1)  Panel expressed some concern that unlike FITS, which is the primary file format utilized by SWPC, the NetCDF format files are not seeing a proportionate level of scrutiny and could therefore see some anomalous conditions/results propogating through the data archive without detection.  Tabled to CVCT.  2)  Need to have predicted performance added to slide 63 for README purposes and also more specific results for long-term stability (stated it is better than 30% and also better than 20%...   would like a more definitive statement on results against MRD ID 2052).  3)  Consider including predicted performance for Precision (~MRD2051) in Full Validation PS-PVR.  4)  Look forward to progress with dark exposure scaling resolution to mitigate the light leakage.  User Statement:Steve Hill from NCEP/SWPC conveyed compliments in slides as well as orally during the review.  Concur provisional is met.
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	Approval Status_0_y78RGW57v8XnJXulRB-e7Q: Yes
	_1_ Review Board Comments_Uikep1Tmhmr5qNB7B2pA7A: The GOES-17 SUVI L1b Provisional PS-PVR is presented by Jonathan Darnel and Dan Seaton.  The disposition of this PS-PVR is to approve the GOES-17 SUVI L1b EUV Imagery products as Provisional!  Given this successful declaration, the product will now flow freely through any approved subscriptions in PDA and CLASS.  Should HRIT and GNC-A wish to develop the capability to distribute SUVI products, they may commence immediately because Provisional Maturity grants pre-approval for distribution.  Jon Darnel and Dan Seaton's analysis adhered to and furthered the RIMP plans for PLPTs and was expertly executed.   
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